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below are translations I have made from Pascoal’s

Portuguese originals.
A common problem in interpreting eastern In

donesian bird tales is species identification, and it
recurs in the tales reproduced below, for of the
three birds mentioned only one can be definitively
identified. This is the friarbird or Philemon timo-
rensis (Pascoal 1967: 185), a grey bird with a
bald nape and a fairly long tail, whose distinctive
voice is “rather high pitched and rapidly uttered”
(Forth 1992: 429), an utterance that the speakers
of another Timorese language, Tetum, liken to the
sounds kakoak, kae-koa’ak, or koa-kau (Morris
1984: 97) - by which names it is variously known
- or else ko’a. In the Mambai language this species
is known as the lacassi (or lakassi). Whether or not
the term is related to the verb Tetum kako’a (“to
be quick,” “quickly,”), the friarbird’s jerky, hurried
call, “by virtue of its component vocalic contrasts,
parallels and so may be seen to imitate the regular
and rapid alternation of day and night advocated
by the bird in the myth” (Forth 1992: 429).

Of the other birds mentioned in the following
texts, Pascoal (1967: 185) describes one simply as
a “grey pigeon” and refers to the other, a somewhat
larger grey bird than the friarbird, without further
elaboration, by its Mambai name talokoli. Since
the friarbird is the common antagonist in the two
respective tales it is perfectly feasible that the
talokoli may be the grey pigeon, but however this
may be, these two texts represent the friarbird in
the same terms as Forth in each of his variant tales,
viz., as the winner of the confrontation between the
birds. Credit is due him for the present (shorter)
alternation of night and day.

Text 1

Friarbird and grey Pigeon, each in his own distinctive
manner, expressed his preference as to how time should
be divided. Repeating, successively, ko’a, ko’a, ko’a in
the jerky fashion of someone who is always in a hurry
and who never has enough time Friarbird said “I desire
one day and one night.” He wanted the day to quickly
follow the night, and vice versa, as it is today. In his
drawn-out, lethargic utterance, u’uuu, u’uuu, repeated
only now and then, but with the sluggishness of someone
who has plenty of time, grey Pigeon, well-fed and sleepy
replied, “I want a night of one year’s duration followed
by a normal day.”

Ko’a, ko’a, ko’a Friarbird kept insisting, explaining
his position to Pigeon, “Since you live at the top of the
canarias tree, never failing to eat long-lasting almonds
[or almond-like nuts], you never fail to eat. I feed on
the nectar of flowers and from the juice of fruits which

are of little duration. In order to procure them I must
continually keep moving about in a perpetual circuit,
without stopping.”

This said, he went up to Pigeon and kicked him.
Pigeon fell onto some moss. He remained the colour of
the moss he who before had been of another colour. 2 If

we continue to have day and night of equal intervals, it
is because Friarbird won. (Pascoal 1967: 212)

Text 2

The second myth, from the region of Maubisse,
purports to account for the origins of the use of
the drum. As such it presents a variation on the
theme of avian confrontation.

It was to Blé Hitu Blé Lelo [a sacred location situated
on the southern slopes of Mt. Ramelau in central Timor]
that they carried Loe Mau - the most important chief of
the time - after his death. And it was here, upon making
preparations for his burial, that a heated discussion took
place between two mythic birds, Friarbird and Talokoli.
Friarbird insisted Loe Mau be buried after one day and
one night, and the persons present would use up only
a single bundle of firewood, only a single bamboo con
tainer of water, and only one basket of yams. Talokoli
wished for the burial to take place after seven days and
seven nights and that the persons present would use up
seven bundle of firewood, seven bamboos of water, and
seven baskets of yams.

Talokoli was so insistent he struck blows with a

drumstick on Friarbird’s head, which remained marked
for ever. To these two birds falls the honour of having
introduced into Blé Hitu Blé Lelo the use of the drum.

(Pascoal 1967: 85 f.)

This text incorporates the motif of death, which
is prominent as a theme in Forth’s corpus of
stories, though marginal compared with that of
temporal alternation, and it also finds an echo in
Forth’s observation concerning oppositions linked
by analogy in the narratives he discusses, in partic
ular, those concerning abundance/(relative) scarci
ty of commodities. In the present myth these are
firewood, water, and yams. 3

2 Forth (personal communication 1996) has remarked that the
pigeon falling onto some moss recalls the greenish plumage
of the imperial pigeon {Ducula sp.) he mentions in his
paper.

3 Forth (personal communication 1996) has pointed out that
the contrasts food, firewood, and water are exploited in
other ways in other eastern Indonesian myths.


